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FROM THE TEAM YIP

W
e at  truly acknowledge Young India's Parliament
the power of education through awareness 
through 

academic simulations which impart the qualities of 
responsibility, togetherness, diplomacy and negotiation 
and the inuence that these parameters carry so as to 
bring reform in the society, for these are the absolute 
necessities to ensure the survival and development of 
mankind. A world dispossessed of development and 
productive reforms will surely fall apart and return to the 
jungle era in which the strong prey on the weak. Through 
this initiative, we would sincerely endeavor to 
promulgate the highly entailed spirit of benevolence, 
maturity fruitful debate and the importance of a , for we 
all are the ones that can be the change we wish to see 
around the world.
The  hereby takes this opportunity to invite you YIP Team
to be a part of this principled initiative at the Symbiosis 
Centre for Management Studies, Pune
on  and together 16th, 17th and 18th of , August 2019
preserve the essence of goodwill and generosity.
Let the true spirit of democracy always prevail.
At the Nations's service, we shall always remain.

                                                           -Team YIP
                                       info@yipindia.in                                        



LETTER FROM THE CONVENER

G
reetings to prospective . It’s an Stakeholders

absolute privilege for me to invite you to the 

Pune Chapter Young India’s Parliament  of the 

2019 Ofce of the Convener. YIP on behalf of the  being 

a unique affair, gives stakeholders a platform to voice 

their opinions on matters of national importance, 

engage in , and constructively  political dialogue

debate towards a better nation. And thus, moving 

ahead towards preserving the essence of  Parliament

simulations that is on the brink of an unfortunate 

downswing, we at  are stepping up to encourage  YIP

and push the new generation of students to participate 

and debate in this and surpass the current YIP 

prevailing levels of qualitative debate and 

expectations. For this very purpose, we see ourselves 

simulating parliamentary forums which truly fall under 

the ambit of national affairs, which students can use to 

step forward into the world of democracy, slowly, inch 

by inch to further realize the importance of such issues 

and discuss them.
It would be our privilege to host you at Symbiosis Centre 

for Management Studies, Pune on the 16th, 17th and 

18th of August, 2019  and we sincerely hope that you 

shall grace us with your presence.
With the spirit of utmost optimism & 

benevolence!

                       Sincere Regards,
                       Ishaan Joshi

                          Convener
                          ishaanjoshi888@gmail.com



LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT

G
reetings Readers,  this word in itself ‘Youth’

holds immense power to make you think 

twice- ‘Is the young generation going to 

shape the world of tomorrow or is it the face of 

India today? ‘  was started Young India’s Parliament

with the motive of giving the much needed 

realization to the youth of their underlying potential 

which would make the young minds act from 

‘today’ rather than wait for ‘tomorrow’. 
This unique concept sets a platform for the young 

to  and get involved into take action, brainstorm

country matters from an embryonic stage of 

development. We believe that such conferences 

provide a portal to the delegate students to go to 

a place where they want to reach, from where 

they are, not directly, but indirectly by polishing 

their  along with making them interpersonal skills

street smart and efcient negotiators. Give India a 

chance, Give the students this opportunity. It’s time 

for the youth to take the podium and deliver the 

speech of success for our country. It’s there, it’s 

ready, all what we need is the T minus 

launch to make this world a better 

place. Cheers to India, Cheers to 

Youth.    
                                   - Warm regard,

                                     Nitish Jain
                                      President
                                      nitish@yipindia.in



ABOUT THE EVENT IN BRIEF 

The event simulates the whole Indian 

Democratic Political system consisting of the 

debate as well as the party voting system.
We strive to bring an actual difference, a change in 

the mind set of the youth - to let them know the real 

power and importance of the political system on 

which we frown upon currently.
We think it's only  - ignoring corruption and politics

the important aspects. We want to make them 

believe that they can make a change now, not 

necessarily in future.
Here we have two major aspects - Parties and 

Forums, both these things are run parallely by the 

participants.

They’ve got the role to represent their own views 

and debate, stating their opinion in the forum along 

with simultaneously creating their party’s name, 

logo, identity and running for the elections with this 

self made party. They will even go 

through voting at the end of the 

conference resulting in an elected 

Prime Minister.  



WHY YIP?

N
o matter what anyone says, at some point 

in our life, we’ve come across a decision 

that our government has made that’s 

surprised us or has at least produced a little sigh. 

“Politicians are the same all over. They promise to 

build a bridge even where there is no river” is the 

notion that we all have of politicians. 

Well, it is time to prove them wrong. Young India’s 

Parliament  Young India’s  is our answer to that sigh.

Parliament Student Parliament is our take on  which 

focuses on  faced by current social and legal issues

the youth at a local and national level. 
It is our aim to provide students with a platform to 

express their opinions and ideology regarding 

political issues and also network with other 

opinionated youth. 

The event is organized with the primary 

motive of informing the youth about 

the working of the Indian Political 

system, and how the youth can lead 

India to a .better future



WHY YIP?

One of the most fundamental reasons for 

organizing such an event is to provide the youth 

with a platform to express their opinions without 

any barriers and restriction. 

We want them to know that words and idea do 

matter and one can bring about a change in the 

system and that idea may well be yours. 

We have compiled a unique procedure for the 

event with primary importance given to the 

satisfaction of most of the interests of the young 

minds and to polish their debating, negotiation 

skills, collaboration skills, leadership qualities, 

management, designing and various other skills. 

We aim to develop a sense of responsibility, 

clarity, and sensitivity in the minds of today’s 

youth regarding India and its way of governance 

and make them feel proud to be citizens 

of India.



OUR AIM

-   To make realise the youth of their current potential

     rather than postponing their role into future. 

-   To address social, economical, cultural and

    scientic issues through a positive political

    dialogue.

-   To be a cornerstone to parliamentary simulations 

    across the nation, which have become absolutely

    scarce.  

-   To provide a platform to the stakeholders to  

     improve their leadership, communication and      

     negotiation skills.



FORUMS AND BODIES 

About Parliamentary Forums

The Parliamentary forums have been constituted with 

the objective of equipping members with information 

and knowledge on specic issues of national concern 

and in assisting them to adopt a result-oriented 

approach towards the same. 

1. Forum on Education

The forum on education shall primarily deal with the 

deliberation over various policies and practices to 

promote inclusive intellectual and spiritual growth of 

every citizen. It also takes into consideration the 

enhancement of scientic research, assess and 

evaluate the outcomes of education in the country 

and collect useful data, promoting excellence in 

various educational aspects and advocating for 

education at all levels.



FORUMS AND BODIES 

2.   Forum on Climate Change and 

Sustainable Development 

With due emphasis to the recent ongoing 

international dialog on climate change getting 

underway, especially the Paris agreement. The 

forum on climate change shall discuss the reduction 

of greenhouse gas emissions, the global Clean 

Power Plan and its implications on our country's 

domestic policies and various other methodologies 

for ensuing sustainable development.

3.   Forum on National Security

The forum shall act as a think tank to raise, discuss & 

propagate issues of national security. Only a 

secured nationhood can provide peace and 

prosperity to citizens. Thus the forum, shall endeavor 

to discuss the issues pertaining to national security to 

take a holistic view of our current concerns 

on defense, international relations and 

relevant social systems keeping 

national security at its core.   



FORUMS AND BODIES

4. Indian Press

Considered to be one of the founding pillars of the 

Indian democracy, the Indian media acts as a 

perfect intermediary between the common people 

and the lawmakers.
Considered  to be the undoubted voice of the 

people, it makes everyone aware of the political 
scenario of the country and is so powerful that it not 
only has the ability to change someone’s 

perception towards an issue, but has been known 

to have brought a paradigm shift in the ideologies 

of the relevant actors and concerned authorities.

Plus it constantly reminds the lawmakers about their 

unfullled promises. Thus keeping them always on 

their toes. 



FORUMS AND BODIES

 Deliverables from the Indian Press

 

The Indian Press in Young India’s Parliament will try 

to cover the maximum intricacies of the Indian 

Media and it’s Media Houses in the Indian Polity.

This body adds to the crisp and re in the Political 

atmosphere created on the days of the event. 

1. Every media house need to cover everything.

2. Appointing media managers.

3. Covering the elections.

4. Press conference.

5. Mini debates coverage and organizing.

6. Opinion poll (through survey) and exit polls  

(through survey).



GALLERY



ITINERARY

                             DAY 1 ( 16th August’19 )

1600 - 1630 HRS - REGISTRATIONS

1630 - 1730 HRS - OPENING CEREMONY

1730 - 1900 HRS - PARTY MEET 0 (Introduction to party
                               members and concept) 

          

           

                                              



ITINERARY

                                DAY 2 ( 17th August’19 )

0800 - 0830 HRS - BREAKFAST 

0830 - 0945 HRS - COMMITTEE SESSION 1 (Introduction)

0945 - 1050 HRS - PARTY MEET 1

1100 - 1300 HRS - COMMITTEE SESSION 1

1300 - 1400 HRS - LUNCH 

1400 - 1600 HRS - COMMITTEE SESSION 2 

1600 - 1800 HRS - PARTY MEET 2

1800 - 1830 HRS - HIGH TEA 

1900 - 2200 HRS - SOCIALS



ITINERARY

                                DAY 3 ( 18th August’19 )

0745 - 0815 HRS - BREAKFAST 

0820 - 1000 HRS - COMMITTEE SESSION 4

1010 - 1230 HRS - PARTY MEET 3

1230 - 1330 HRS - LUNCH 

1400 - 1545 HRS - CAMPAIGNING 

1550 - 1630 HRS - PRIME MINISTERIAL DEBATE 

1630 - 1645 HRS - LOBBYING TIME 

1645 - 1730 HRS - BALLOT PAPER VOTING

1730 - 1800 HRS - COUNTING OF VOTES

1800 - 1830 HRS - CLOSING CEREMONY



ITINERARY

PARTY MEET 0)         THE EXPLANATION OF THE  EXPECTED FLOW OF

                                 WORK FOR BOTH THE DAYS AND INTRODUCTION

                                 TO PARTY MEMBERS.                   

  

PARTY MEET 1)         DISCUSSION AND FORMULATION OF PARTY   

                                  POLICY AND BEGINNING THE WORK ON 

                                  DOCUMENTATION. 

                                  REPRESENTATIVES FROM DIFFERENT FORUMS  

                                  BRIEF THE ENTIRE PARTY ON THEIR PROGRESS IN  

                                  DEBATE. 

COMMITTEE SES. 4) DELIBERATION ON FINAL STANCE OF THE 

                                  REPUBLIC OF INDIA ON THE SAID POLICY 

                                  ISSUES BEING DISCUSSED IN THE GIVEN FORUMS. 

                                  DRAFTING OF THE CRPs - COMMITTEE REPORT 

                                  PAPERS.  

PARTY MEET 2)         @ 1100 HRS - EACH PARTY ANNOUNCES THEIR  

                                  PRIME MINISTERIAL CANDIDATE.

                                 @ 1200 HRS - DECLARATION OF PARTY 

                                  MANIFESTO.



CONTACT US

ISHAAN JOSHI
CONVENER - YIP 

  ishaanjoshi888@gmail.com

  +91 9323565454

NITISH JAIN
FOUNDER, PRESIDENT - YIP

nitish@yipindia.in

+91 9574332221

Young India’s Parliament-YIP Pune

@yip.pune
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